PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

While all of us are very cognizant that the public threat level declined abruptly once Eugene Shrub was safely elected -- nevermind those troublesome optical scan machines which favored Shrub by 19 to 1 in their tallies -- we must consider that the nefarious terrierist Osama Bin Lassie remains at large and must be considered as Public Enemy Number Uno.

It was he who masterminded the foiled plot to hijack City Hall and crash it into Jack London Square.

As a service we reprint here an image of Osama as he last appeared.
Notice the evil snarl, the look of imperious disdain, the scowling visage of a cold-blooded killer that lurks beneath the hypocritical turban of a holyman. If anyone has any knowledge of the whereabouts of this notorious bad doggie, please do not hesitate to call Homeland Security and talk to anybody in the Shrub administration who has not resigned in disgrace or disgust.